
STEROIDS AND HALL OF FAME

Many would say that steroids in baseball have put a black eye on the sport. I would have to agree with this statement,
seeing how new faces of superstars are .

If anyone is seen using pine tar, he should never be allowed to be in the Hall of Fame because he is putting a
substance on the ball that will either make the ball go faster or get a better grip on the bat. There also has been
talk of A-Rod, the best active player in baseball, not being accepted into the Hall of Fame because of the
steroid use. To date, there are no players known to have used steroids in the Hall of Fame. Bud Selig was
commissioner during this period, and he is in the Hall. Whether that is steroids or anything else. But one size
does not fit all when it comes to steroid use. Baseball writers reacted swiftly to the letter. But steroids are an
advantage over another player or record, and advantages are used all over baseball. I have long tried to take
the positive from this â€” that the vitriol represents passion showing people really care about the Baseball Hall
of Fame and, thus, it is a privilege to vote, no matter how often or at what volume I am called an idiot. He has
produced magnificently this year and last year following his drug recovery. Babe Ruth played on one of the
smallest fields during his home run record seasons. Other players suspected of steroid use have been voted in.
I am here to explain why players that face these charges should be entered into the Hall of Fame, based on
their numbers as active players. Should voters now hurt them again by not giving them some points â€” and,
thus, deducting from others? There have been nearly 20, players in major league history. Given it is the
Baseball Hall of Fame, it also becomes a question of legacy. Of those players, none are confirmed steroid
users, and in my opinion, it should stay that way. The steroid-fueled offensive numbers skyrocketed across
baseball, and fans flocked to ballparks. Major League Baseball players that used steroids should not be
allowed in the Hall of Fame. For example, those who think no one should vote for Barry Bonds are met by a
near equal amount of those who think he is an obvious Hall of Famer. If it were up to me, I would put Alex
Rodriguez and every player who deserves to be in the Hall of Fame into the Hall of Fame, regardless of any
steroid accusations. Both were at 54 percent last year. Gary Sheffield, also named in the Mitchell Report,
received 13 percent of the vote last year. This was not a coincidence; it was a statement by the Baseball
Writers Association of America BBWA in protest of the prevalent role steroids were playing in baseball. After
the player strike, fans were angry at owners and players. Sure, it may be understandable that these players
were under a lot of pressure and felt they had to take PED to maintain a certain level of play in order to keep
their stats high and take care of their families. My client roster has boasted a multitude of premier athletes
Players such as Jeff Kent and Johan Santana are better than just about everyone who has ever picked up a
baseball. Having an asterisk does nothing to a player, because whether an asterisk is there or not, a person still
knows who they are and what they did. The rule is candidates are voted for, no one is voted against, and yet it
feels like an insult when a strong candidate falls short of election. This is not black or white. If you asterisk a
player or keep a player out of the Hall of Fame for taking steroids, then take out or put an asterisk next to
every player who has ever used an advantage over another player. Himself, his family, friends, teammates, and
everyone else around him. It is difficult to get 75 percent of people to agree on anything. The commissioner,
owners, managers, trainers, players, agents and the Players Association all had some degree of knowledge of
steroids' widespread use.


